Seba Dynatronic®, a member of the Megger Group, is a world leader in the production of equipment
and fully-equipped test vans for locating losses in water distribution networks, cathodic protection
pipelines and faults in power or telecommunication cables, with an experience of over 65 years. The
company also manufactures buried pipelines and cables locators, and manhole locators.
Headquartered in Baunach - Bavaria, the company has subsidiaries on all continents. "The key word of
our philosophy is TRAINING." Seba Dynatronic® offers its clients every year a number of seminars
organized at the seminar centre in Baunach - Germany, or at the users-s headquarters where more than
30,000 specialists from 120 countries, including Romania, have already participated.
All major water companies in Romania have purchased from our company portable equipment to
locate network water losses, which have proven their robustness and efficiency in operation. More than
60 test vans shave been delivered at the time.
As far as equipment for the energy sector is concerned, up to now, on the Romanian market, our
company has put into operation a number of over 200 fully equipped test vans and mobile fault
locating systems.
It is a great pleasure to introduce our range of instruments and equipment produced by our company and
used in operation / maintenance of water pipelines, district heating and sewerage:












Completely equipped test vans - “ECO” COREMOBIL
Flowmeters - pressure gauges - UDM 300-500, TDM 200
Pressure Monitoring Systems - Seba Flow
Pressure and flow loggers - SebaLog® D3, SebaLog® P-3, P-3mini
Loss monitoring systems / network correlation - SebaLog®N3
Leak noise correlators - Correlux® C3, Correlux® C300, sebalog CORR
Trunk main correlators - Hydro Corr
Listening devices - Hydrolux C3-HL, HL-H2®, HL50
Pipe and cable locators – vLocPRO3, Ferrolux®, easyloc
Manhole locators - VM 880, FT 80
CCTV portable systems- vCam6 VIVAX

All the instruments offered are extremely robust, easy to use, even in the toughest conditions, allowing
you to successfully get out of the toughest situations by quickly performing the necessary tests and
measurements. We are confident that SebaKMK offers you the complete solution to solve all your
problems, and the choice and use of our tools will always make you a winner.

